We are waiting for you “In the most
Beautiful country in the world”!
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Your partner
in Italy
Sellingtrip.com

Sellingtrip Incoming Division is a tour operator specializing
in inbound tourism, we can offer assistance to your
customers during their trip to Italy. With our know-how and
our teams, we operate group tours across Italy every year,
providing itineraries and personal service. Moreover, we
offer the possibility to choose a wide range of services such
as hotels, transfers, city and shopping tours, parks,
museums, attractions, shows, travel cards, guides, regular
tours, tours and mini tours in the main destinations of Italy.

What do we do
FIT Packages
Regular Excursions
Private Excursions
Private Transfers
Tailor Made Services
Incentive Group
Luxury Tours

www.sellingtrip.com

COVID-19
PREVENTION PROTOCOL

Masks and Temperature Checks during the tour.
In case you don’t have one, we can provide it for free.

Keep your hands clean.
We have sanitizer gel if you need it.

Maintain social distancing.
At least 1 meter (4 feet).

We have selected hotels that have taken additional measures to
make their cleaning and hygiene protocols even more
stringent.

RETURN TO
TRAVEL SAFELY

Regular Tours

"The regular tours have been designed for
customers who like to visit and discover the
wonders of Italy with other people, have scheduled
times and days. All the services offered are
guaranteed and can be combined with each other,
are multilingual and operated with expert guides
and tour escorts."

Min 1 pax

Serravalle Outlet Shuttle Bus from Milan
For lovers of big names: discover designer fashion with discounts from 30 to 70%
off. McArthurGlen Serravalle Designer Outlet is the largest outlet in Europe with
over 300 brands to choose from and is located just an hour from Milan, inside
you will find dozens of shops with designer clothing as well as inviting cafes and
restaurants. Among the most prestigious brands: Armani, Dolce & Gabbana,
Gucci, Keaton, Burberry, Roberto Cavalli, Salvatore Ferragamo, Versace and
many others. The ideal place to indulge in a day of shopping and design! Relax
walking through the tree-lined avenues, in a welcoming and relaxing
environment where you will be spoiled for choice and unmissable offers.

Adult (+12)

Child (4/11)

Infant

20 €

10 €

0€

RATES INCLUDED
Round trip transfer to the
McArthurGlen Designer Outlet in
Serravalle

Meeting Point

Departures

Availability

Via Cusani, Milan,
MM1 Cairoli

everyday at 10:00
AM

From 01/01 to 31/12

Min 2 pax

The Terraces of the Milan Cathedral by Lift in small
groups
Discover the Terraces of the Milan Cathedral with this tour in small groups of
about 2 hours and climb up to the top of the Terraces of the Duomo by elevator,
once at the top admire the wonderful spiers and its incredible statues, the Milan
Cathedral is one of the symbols of the city. Imposing and landmark of the historic
center, it offers a suggestive view from a height of over 70 meters. With this tour
you will have access to the Terraces of the Duomo, you will be able to take
breathtaking photos.

Adult (+12)

Child (4/11)

Infant

76 €

56 €

0€

Min 1 pax

Milan City Sightseeing Bus - 24 hour ticket
Discover Milan aboard the famous red double-decker bus, you can start your tour
at any stop and you can get off at all the stops you want for the entire validity of
the ticket. All times are subject to change due to urban traffic. The ticket for the
use of the service can be collected directly on the Open Bus by presenting our
Voucher. The red double-decker panoramic buses are now part of the Milanese
panorama and are increasingly appreciated by foreign tourists and by those who
want to see Milan from another point of view and without having to deal with the
frenetic pace of the Lombard metropolis. You will see the Sforza Castle, the
Basilica of Sant'Ambrogio, the Parco delle Basiliche, the area of Leonardo's
Navigli, the bus ride then continues towards the Duomo to pass under the
Madonnina and then reach the Teatro alla Scala.

Adult (+16)

Child (5/15)

Infant

22 €

10 €

0€

RATES INCLUDED
Professional Guide

Entrance ticket to the Terraces of
the Milan Cathedral

Meeting Point

Departures

Languages

Availability

Bar Camparino
in Galleria
Vittorio
Emanuele II

everyday at
10:00 AM

English

From 01/01 to
31/12

RATES INCLUDED
Commentary in multiple
languages

Tour starts from any stop

Disposable earphones

Assistance on board

Meeting Point

Departures

Languages

Availability

Largo Cairoli,
18, 20121
Milano

everyday from
09:00 AM

English

From 01/01 to
31/12

Adult (+13)

Child (4/12)

Infant

98 €

59 €

0€

RATES INCLUDED

Min 2 pax

Milan tour, from another point of view!
Take part in this three-hour tour to discover 2 of the most incredible attractions
in Milan, the Leonardo 3 Museum and the Terraces of the Milan Cathedral, our
expert guide will reveal the secrets of the city to you!
With this semi-private tour for small groups, maximum 10 people you will have
the opportunity to know the historic center of the city of Milan, the highlights,
climbing on the roof of the Milan Cathedral, its panoramic terraces, with the
possibility of admiring the panorama of the city from a height of 50 meters.
Visit the terraces of the cathedral which, built with Candoglia marble, occupy an
area of about 8,000 square meters.
You will be able to enjoy an unprecedented point of view on the architecture of
the cathedral and on the entire panorama, especially on clear days when you can
also see the Alps and the Apennines. Discover the incredible Leonardo 3 Museum
in the immediate vicinity of Piazza della Scala.
Learn about Leonardo da Vinci and his inventions by him in this interactive
exhibition, digital restorations and reconstructions of his famous works by him,
see a digital restoration of the Last Supper, and discover the fresco.
A 3-hour walking tour around the city with an expert and licensed guide.

Entrance ticket to the Leonardo
Museum 3

Entrance ticket to the Terraces of
the Milan Cathedral

Professional guide

Entrance ticket to the Duomo of
Milan Cathedral

Meeting Point

Departures

Languages

Availability

Algani
Souvenir in
Galleria Vittorio
Emanuele II

everyday at
10:00 AM and
02:30 PM

English

From 01/01 to
31/12

Min 2 pax

Min 1 pax

Milan City Sightseeing Bus - 48 hour ticket

The Best Essential Tour Last Supper

Discover Milan aboard the famous red double-decker bus, you can start your tour
at any stop and you can get off at all the stops you want for the entire validity of
the ticket. All times are subject to change due to urban traffic. The ticket for the
use of the service can be collected directly on the Open Bus by presenting our
Voucher. The red double-decker panoramic buses are now part of the Milanese
panorama and are increasingly appreciated by foreign tourists and by those who
want to see Milan from another point of view and without having to deal with the
frenetic pace of the Lombard metropolis. You will see the Sforza Castle, the
Basilica of Sant'Ambrogio, the Parco delle Basiliche, the area of Leonardo's
Navigli, the bus ride then continues towards the Duomo to pass under the
Madonnina and then reach the Teatro alla Scala.

Our Best Essential is the tour that leads you to the most important and significant
historical attractions in Milan, including the word-famous masterpiece “The Last
Supper” by Leonardo da Vinci. Indulge yourself in the enormous history of a city
that will surprise you with hidden spots and magnificent monuments!
All our english speaking guides have a deep knowledge of the city and will
introduce you to the best sites of Milan including famous attractions, such as the
well-known “The Last Supper”, the masterpiece by Leonardo da Vinci, next to the
Church of Santa Maria delle Grazie. Being the world most famous painting of the
Renaissance Art that is so delicate, the access is strictly limited to a fixed amount
of people for 15 minutes.

Adult (+16)

Child (5/15)

Infant

25 €

10 €

0€

Adult (+13)

Child (4/12)

Infant

87 €

87 €

0€

RATES INCLUDED

RATES INCLUDED
Commentary in multiple
languages

Tour starts from any stop

Disposable earphones

Assistance on board

Meeting Point

Departures

Languages

Availability

Largo Cairoli,
18, 20121
Milano

everyday from
09:00 AM

English

From 01/01 to
31/12

Professional guide

Entrance ticket to the Last
Supper

Disposable earphones

Meeting Point

Departures

Languages

Availability

Piazza Santa
Maria delle
Grazie, Milano

Tuesday 11:45
AM, Saturday
02:00 PM and
Sunday 01:30
PM

English

From 01/01 to
31/12

Min 2 pax

Min 2 pax

Walking tour of Milan with Last Supper

The Grand Tour of Milan by bus and Last Supper
included

An unmissable voyage back in time to Leonardo da Vinci’s footsteps around
Milan. Your tour begins at the Pinacoteca Ambrosiana, where for the first time in
history, the Atlantic codex is accessible to the public. The Atlantic Codex is the
most extensive collection of Leonardo’s manuscripts and contains studies
covering everything from mathematics, anatomy, botanic, machine design,
studies on the flights of birds and architectural projects. The tour will continue
with The Last Supper, Leonardo da Vinci’s masterpiece. Housed at Santa Maria
delle Grazie, the Last Supper has earned a spot on the UNESCO World Heritage
list. With our walking tour you will get “skip the line” tickets guaranteeing you
exclusive no line entry and an intimate viewing of the famous painting.

Adult (+13)

Child (4/12)

80 €

59 €

Our The Grand Tour of Milan by bus is the tour that takes you to the most
important and significant historical attractions of Milan, including the famous
masterpiece "The Last Supper" by Leonardo da Vinci. Indulge yourself in the
huge history of a city that will surprise you with hidden places and magnificent
monuments! All our English speaking guides have a deep knowledge of the city
and will introduce you to the best sites in Milan including famous attractions,
such as the famous "The Last Supper", Leonardo da Vinci's masterpiece, next to
the Church of Santa Maria delle Thank you. Being the most famous painting in
the world of Renaissance art so delicate, access is strictly limited to a fixed
number of people for 15 minutes.

Infant
0€

Adult (+12)

Child (4/11)

Infant

99 €

46 €

0€

RATES INCLUDED
Professional guide
Disposable earphones

Entrance ticket to the Last
Supper

RATES INCLUDED
Professional guide

Entrance ticket to the Pinacoteca
Ambrosiana Museum

Bus Tour

Entrance ticket to the Last
Supper

Meeting Point

Departures

Languages

Availability

Meeting Point

Departures

Languages

Availability

Pinacoteca
Ambrosiana,
20121 Milano

Tuesday at
03:45 PM

English

From 01/01 to
31/12

Largo Cairoli,
18, 20121
Milano

Tuesday,
Thursday and
Sunday 02:30
PM

English

From 01/04 to
31/10

Min 2 pax

Min 2 pax

Lake Maggiore & Borromean Islands Tour from
Milan
On the borders of Piedmont, Lombardy and Switzerland, the spectacular Lake
Maggiore is the second largest lake in Italy and known for its incredible beauty.
Your tour will take you from Milan to picturesque Stresa, on the western shore of
Lake Maggiore. Stresa is a pretty town with beautiful villas and gardens, some of
which are open to the public. With a comfortable climate, Stresa offers beautiful
lake views, and you can also take the cable car up to Monte Mottarone to admire
the Alps and lakes. Then, hop aboard for a cruise on Lake Maggiore and take in
the beautiful scenery as the boat takes you to the Borromean Islands. You will
visit Isola Bella, or "beautiful island", just offshore from Stresa. On this rich
historical island, you will visit the Palazzo Borromeo, an exquisite palace dating
back to the 17th century. You will also be able to explore the beautiful gardens of
the palace.

Adult (+13)

Child (4/12)

79 €

59 €

Lake Como is the third largest lake in Italy and is known for its incredible
Mediterranean and Alpine scenery, as well as being a favorite of Hollywood stars.
This day tour from Milan will show you the beauty and majesty of this Italian
scenery. Along the banks, especially from Cernobbio to Gravedona and Bellagio,
you will see wonderful villas and gardens with an abundance of flowers, as well as
exotic and rare plants. In Como, you will visit the city center with your guide and
explore the quaint streets, beautiful architecture and breathtaking views. During
the winter, enjoy a funicular ride up to the village of Brunate for breathtaking
views of the lake and the city of Como. In summer, head to the lake for a 2-hour
scenic boat cruise to Bellagio, arguably the lake's most popular resort. Located
where Lake Como divides into 2 branches, Como and Lecco, Bellagio offers
incredible views. Bellagio itself is famous for its marvelous villas, with parks and
splendid Italian and English gardens.

Infant

Adult (+12)

Child (4/11)

Infant

0€

95 €

64 €

0€

RATES INCLUDED
Professional guide

Lake Como and Bellagio tour from Milan

Transport by air-conditioned
coach

RATES INCLUDED
Professional guide

Funicular to Brunate (winter only)

Boat cruise on Lake Maggiore

Cruise to Bellagio for 2 hours (summer tour) or in the first part of the
Lake for 1 hour (winter tour)

Meeting Point

Availability

Meeting Point

Departures

Languages

Availability

From 01/04 to
30/09

Largo Cairoli,
20121, Milano

everyday at
08:30 AM

English

From 01/04 to
31/10

Largo Cairoli,
20121, Milano

Departures
Sunday and
Monday at
01:30 PM

Languages
English

Adult (+12)

Child (4/11)

Infant

129 €

75 €

0€

RATES INCLUDED

Min 2 pax

Bernina Express Train & St. Moritz Full Day Tour
from Milan
There is no better way to observe the majesty of the Swiss Alps than on the
legendary Bernina Express train.
Imagine yourself admiring the fairytale alpine landscape aboard carriages
equipped with opening windows to enjoy the mountain air and activate all your
senses, to immerse yourself completely in the surrounding nature.
On a centennial railway route, now protected by UNESCO as a World Heritage
Site, from the Bernina Pass to the luxurious Saint Moritz, our guide will immerse
you in the history of this fascinating Swiss territory.
Your adventure among the splendid landscapes of the Alps will start from Tirano,
a small but ancient center that has been inhabited since prehistoric times (as
evidenced by the rock carvings found), crossing the helicoidal stone bridge of
Brusio, a daring and spectacular work of engineering, and through the Bernina
Pass (2253 meters above sea level) in the Engadine before arriving at the
spectacular St. Moritz. Along the way you will cross wild gorges and frozen
glaciers, cross soaring bridges and explore loop tunnels.
An indescribable experience, impossible to convey through photos or videos. At
the end of your trip you will have the chance to admire the Swiss Alps for the last
time while sipping the famous Swiss hot chocolate at the best chocolatier in
Switzerland and take a walk in the luxurious St. Moritz before returning to Milan
in a comfortable coach where, exhausted by an overload of emotions, you can rest
easy.

Travel by luxury bus

Professional tour guide with
headphones

Tirano walking tour

Second class train ticket from
Tirano to St. Moritz

Meeting Point

Departures

Languages

Availability

Largo Cairoli,
20121, Milano

everyday at
07:00 AM

English

From 01/04 to
31/10

Adult (+12)

Child (4/11)

Infant

139 €

75 €

0€

RATES INCLUDED

Min 2 pax

Travel by luxury bus

Professional tour guide

Boat cruise from Portovenere to
Monterosso

Travel by train from Monterosso
to La Spezia

Meeting Point

Departures

Languages

Availability

Largo Cairoli,
20121, Milano

Monday,
Thursday and
Friday at 07:00
AM

English

From 01/04 to
31/10

Cinque Terre tour "La Via dell'Amore" from Milan
A Unesco World Heritage Site, Cinque Terre (Riomaggiore, Manarola, Corniglia,
Vernazza and Monterosso) are five dangerously perched villages along a short
stretch of cliff overlooking the Ligurian Sea in one of the most scenic stretches of
the Italian coast.
The tour departs from 06:45 to 07:30 in the city center - meeting point with the
guide. Arrival in Portovenere and short visit to the charming village. Boat cruise
from Portovenere to Monterosso al Mare (panoramic boat view of 5 terre) and
free time to explore, shop and take photos.
Free lunch and continuation of the tour by train. Arrival in Vernazza and walk in
the historic center. Continue the train tour and arrive in Manarola (La Via
dell'Amore), our guide will explain the legends of "La Via dell'Amore".
Departure by train from Manarola to La Spezia. During this tour you will admire
all the most famous attractions: Portovenere, 5 Terre (Riomaggiore, Manarola,
Corniglia, Vernazza, Monterosso al Mare). Return by bus and arrival in the center
of Milan.

Adult (+12)

Child (4/11)

Infant

105 €

68 €

0€

RATES INCLUDED

Min 2 pax

Verona & Lake Garda (Sirmione) full day tour from
Milan
A Unesco World Heritage Site, Cinque Terre (Riomaggiore, Manarola, Corniglia,
Vernazza and Monterosso) are five dangerously perched villages along a short
stretch of cliff overlooking the Ligurian Sea in one of the most scenic stretches of
the Italian coast.
The tour departs from 06:45 to 07:30 in the city center - meeting point with the
guide. Arrival in Portovenere and short visit to the charming village. Boat cruise
from Portovenere to Monterosso al Mare (panoramic boat view of 5 terre) and
free time to explore, shop and take photos.
Free lunch and continuation of the tour by train. Arrival in Vernazza and walk in
the historic center. Continue the train tour and arrive in Manarola (La Via
dell'Amore), our guide will explain the legends of "La Via dell'Amore".
Departure by train from Manarola to La Spezia. During this tour you will admire
all the most famous attractions: Portovenere, 5 Terre (Riomaggiore, Manarola,
Corniglia, Vernazza, Monterosso al Mare). Return by bus and arrival in the center
of Milan.

Travel by luxury bus

Professional tour guide

Entrance to the Arena of Verona

Guided tour of Verona

Meeting Point

Departures

Languages

Availability

Largo Cairoli,
20121, Milano

Tuesday and
Friday at 07:00
AM

English

From 01/04 to
31/10

Adult (+8)

Child (3/7)

Infant

142 €

122 €

0€

RATES INCLUDED

Min 6 pax

Venice tour by Train from Milan
Venice is one of the most romantic and beautiful cities in the world! Every year
millions of tourists visit this unforgettable city, unique for its particular canals
with its small bridges and particular architecture. Don't miss the chance to enjoy
this tour including the gondola ride through the Venetian canals!
Meeting at the Hotel Gallia in Piazza Duca D'Aosta! After meeting our
professional guide near the Milan train station, you will take the fast train to
reach Venice in a few hours. Arrival in Venice and panoramic walk through the
narrow streets.
Our guide will explain the history of Venice with its legends and curiosities.
During the tour you will admire all the most famous attractions: the Rialto
Bridge, the Cathedral of San Marco, the Doge's Palace, the Bell and the Clock
Tower.
Visit a glass factory with a glass working demonstration. After some free time for
lunch, you will have the opportunity to enjoy the unique and once-in-a-lifetime
experience - boat trip!
Following the canals you will see Venice from the water side! Return by highspeed train and arrival at Milan Central Station.

Round trip train tickets

Walking tour in Venice

Professional tour guide

Panoramic boat cruise

Meeting Point

Departures

Languages

Availability

Near Hotel
Gallia, Piazza
Duca D’Aosta

Tuesday,
Wednesday
and Friday
06:30 AM

English

From 01/01 to
31/12

Only the Cathedral of "Santa Maria Assunta" with its magnificent mosaics and
the church of "Santa Fosca" remains as evidence of its ancient splendor.
Summary: Explore the Venetian lagoon on a four and a half hour cruise to the
islands of Murano, Burano and Torcello! After gliding through the water past San
Giorgio Maggiore and the Lido, you'll enjoy stops on each of the three famous
islands to learn about their handcrafted heritage. From the second floor of the
boat you can take breathtaking photos of the lagoon and its different islands!
Discover Murano glass making prestige during a factory visit, admire the
fishermen's houses of Burano in bright colors and discover the Byzantine mosaics
in the Cathedral of Torcello!

2 pax

Excursion to the Islands (Murano, Burano and
Torcello) from Venice

Adult (+6)

Child (3/5)

Infant

20 €

10 €

0€

RATES INCLUDED

A new and different way to see Venice off the beaten path of mass tourism! A
cruise on the Lagoon is a suggestive and pleasant experience. We offer you the
opportunity to live a unique experience that will take you to the historic, artistic
and popular heart of the northern part of the Venice Lagoon, comfortably seated
on a Grand Turismo motor ship led by a highly qualified crew and commented in
several languages by a guide specialized tourist.

Shared guided tour on board
with a qualified and experienced
tour guide

Return by speedboat to the
Grand Turismo

From the boat it is possible to take some breathtaking images of the lagoon and
its different islands. You will visit MURANO, BURANO and TORCELLO which
are the traditional destinations between the islands, after passing the island of
San Giorgio Maggiore, a 16th century Benedictine church designed by Andrea
Palladio, the public gardens, the tip of Sant'Elena and the Lido (the famous
seaside resort), the boat arrives in MURANO known all over the world for its
glass industry.

Meeting Point

Departures

Languages

Availability

Palazzo delle
Prigioni, Calle
Seconda de la
Fava, Venezia,
VE, Italia

Every day
except
Wednesday at
09:30 AM and
02:30 PM

English

From 01/01 to
31/12

You will visit a furnace to see the glass products made. During the visit, you will
have the opportunity to purchase a piece of the local production on the spot. The
tour will then continue to Burano, the island famous for its lace and brightly
colored fishermen's houses. An ancient legend has it that fishermen painted their
houses to see them from afar. Getting off the boat you will be in a green lane and
after a short walk you will arrive at the squaremain island.
On the right of the square is the Church of San Martino which houses the
painting "Crucifixion" by Tiepolo and the famous leaning tower. You can stroll
along the narrow streets and picturesque canals where you can buy lace products
or choose to go to a pastry shop to try the local sweet production - the "Bussolà"
and "Esse" cookies. Then, after a short sailing, you will reach the quiet and
sparsely populated island of TORCELLO, the first center of civilization in the
estuary.

Min 2 pax

Min 2 pax

The Golden Basilica Tour from Venice

Walking Tour Of Venice

A guided tour in one of the most majestic cathedrals in the world! On this tour,
accompanied by a tour guide prepared according to the Curia of Venice, you will
have the pleasure of enjoying a complete visit of this masterpiece of Byzantine
art, the only one of its kind in Italy. Admire beautiful gold mosaics and marble
inlays of the floors, seated comfortably while our guide will show you the biblical
scenes represented, the history and the peculiarities of this ancient basilica.
Admire the Pala d'Oro, an exquisite example of Byzantine art with its thousands
of gems and precious stones; enjoy the view of the Treasury, a splendor of
religious works of art collected over the centuries. After the visit of the Basilica
you will have the opportunity to take part in an exhibition by a master craftsman
in Piazza San Marco, to discover one of the greatest Venetian arts. Thanks to the
special collaboration with the Curia of Venice you will enjoy privileged access
avoiding queues.

An essential tour for understanding Venice! Take an outdoor walk through the
most characteristic and important places in the history of Venice. A qualified and
expert guide will accompany you through the millennium of life in the
Serenissima Republic, recalling the past full of charm of this unique city. Route:
Piazza San Marco - Origins, history and description of the main monuments: the
Basilica of San Marco, the Doge's Palace, the Campanile, the Clock Tower and the
Procuratie. Santa Maria Formosa - History and anecdotes related to this
wonderful and characteristic square. Campo SS. Giovanni e Paolo - The
"Pantheon" of Venice, the Great School of Charity, the Captains of Fortune.
Marco Polo's House and the Malibran Theater - Anecdotes and past and recent
history meet in this splendid corner of Venice. Return to San Marco through the
Mercerie, the vital connection between Rialto and San Marco and the main
shopping street of the city.

Adult (+6)

Child (3/5)

Infant

Adult (+6)

Child (3/5)

Infant

32 €

10 €

0€

26 €

10 €

0€

RATES INCLUDED

RATES INCLUDED

Shared guided tour with
commentary by a qualified and
experienced guide

Skip the line: the guided tour of
the Basilica and the Pala d'Oro

Shared guided tour with
commentary by a qualified and
experienced guide

Glass Craftsman at work near
Piazza San Marco.

Meeting Point

Languages

Availability

Meeting Point

Languages

Availability

English

From 01/01 to
31/12

Torre
Every day
dell'Orologio,
except Sunday
Piazza San
at 09:00 AM
Marco, Venezia,
VE, Italia

English

From 01/01 to
31/12

Departures

Torre
Every day
dell'Orologio,
except Sunday
Piazza San
at 12:00 PM
Marco, Venezia,
VE, Italia

Departures

Min 2 pax

Min 2 pax

Create your Own Venice Carnival Mask

Create your Own Piece of Glass

Production Course: Your instructor will explain the ancient technique of making
a Venetian papier-mâché mask that provides information on the use of masks in
Venice during the past centuries. Attendees at the end of the hour will keep their
mask as a very special souvenir to take home.
Decoration Course: Your instructor will be your expert decorator, who will teach
you how to paint and decorate your mask. Participants will choose a mask to
decorate during the course; at the end of the course, they will keep their mask as
a very special souvenir to take home.

You will make a magnificent glass work of art with one of the most famous
Venetian artists! During this unforgettable experience you will discover the
ancient techniques of glass working, feeling the heat and seeing the colors during
the process! The master craftsman will help you throughout the entire experience
allowing you to create a unique and inimitable work of art, and, at the same time,
he will explain the history and secrets of this ancient art. You will take your piece
of glass home as a special souvenir! A unique way to experience and discover the
culture and art of Venice. The activity takes place in the laboratory where the
artists create works to be shown in the exhibition all over the world!

Adult (+12)

Child (3/11)

Infant

57 €

45 €

0€

RATES INCLUDED

Adult (+18)

Child (0/17)

Infant

65 €

0€

0€

RATES INCLUDED

Venetian mask production course

Meeting Point

Departures

Languages

Availability

Campiello San
Zulian 596,
Venezia, VE,
Italia

every day
9:30AM 11:00AM 12:30PM 04:00PM 05:30PM

English

From 01/01 to
31/12

Special lesson with the glass
craftsman

Your piece of glass as a souvenir

Meeting Point

Departures

Languages

Campiello
Widmann
formerly Biri,
5419B, Venice

Monday to
English
Saturday at
9:30AM,
11:00AM,12:30
PM, 02:00PM,
03:30PM

Availability
From 01/01 to
31/12

Adult (+7)

Child (0/6)

Infant

52 €

0€

0€

RATES INCLUDED
Professional guide

Accademia Gallery skip the line
ticket

Earphones for bigger groups

Small group tour

Meeting Point

Departures

Languages

Availability

Via Cavour, 36
RED, Florence

Everyday
except Monday
at 11:45 AM,
04:15 PM

English

From 01/01 to
31/12

Min 2 pax

Small group Accademia Gallery guided tour with
skip the line tickets
Your personal guide will reveal the secrets of the ACCADEMIA GALLERY, and
the creation of Michelangelo’s world renowned masterpiece - the original version
of “David.” You will learn all about this sculpture in a vivid and interesting way.
Your guide will show you the Hall of Prisoners and “San Matteo,” Michelangelo’s
unfinished sculptures.
The Accademia Gallery was built in 1784, and it was conceived as a true
sanctuary, devoted to preserving the symbols of Florence. This guided tour is a
must-see for any art lover in the cradle of the Renaissance.
Your PROFESSIONAL GUIDE will reveal interesting facts about the tormented
life of the Tuscan artist. Michelangelo was not only a sculptor, but also a painter,
an architect, and a sensitive poet.
However, his genius matched his restlessness: his whole life was marked by the
continuous struggle between form and content, between his religious devotion
and his personal hidden desires.
Step back in time and discover all the secrets of Michelangelo on this fascinating
tour of the Accademia Gallery.
At the end of the guided tour, you will have the opportunity to stay in the
museum for as long as you would like.

Before heading back down, use your skip-the-line ticket to walk around the inneredge of the Duomo, admiring the stunning Last Judgment frescoes up close. If
you are ready to see Florence from the highest point of the city center, ascend
another set of ancient stairs to the absolute TOP OF THE CUPOLA! From the top
of Brunelleschi’s Dome, you can enjoy stunning 360° views of Florence from the
top of the city!
With this tour, you will also receive 72 hour full-access, skip-the-line passes to all
parts of the Duomo Complex. This includes: Giotto’s Bell Tower, Giovanni’s
Baptistery and Museo dell’Opera del Duomo. Spend your remaining time in
Florence, without being rushed, visiting the city's top monuments.

Min 2 pax

Small Group Vip Duomo Tour, Brunelleschi's
Cupola & Secret Terraces
Meet your expert, monolingual tour guide for an enchanting walk towards the
Florence Duomo. You will be welcomed by the imposing red, white, and green
marbled Duomo Complex: the Cathedral, Bell Tower, Baptistery, and Dome.
Follow your guide past the notoriously long lines and enter directly into the
Cathedral to learn more about this masterpiece's beauty and allure.
Your guide will dive into the fascinating history and immense wonder of the
Cathedral. Begin your journey through the Middle Ages and Renaissance as you
learn about the unusual construction of the Cathedral, its façade, and
Brunelleschi’s Dome: the unparalleled landmark of Florence. Over a span of 150
years, many of Italy’s greatest geniuses took part in the design and construction
including Arnolfo di Cambio, Pisano, Giotto, and Brunelleschi, among others.
As you discover the hidden secrets of the Cathedral, your professional guide will
lead you to one of the Duomo's most spectacular sights: The Last Judgment
frescoes by Vasari and Zuccari. A dizzying array of colorful designs and realistic
depictions, this masterpiece has a unique story of greed and betrayal.
Next, you will begin your climb to the Northern terrace of the Cathedral rooftop:
an intriguing walk through a narrow, open-air corridor that has been closed to
the public for centuries. Your group will reach a secret room, where a guard will
unlock the door to the terrace. The panoramic view from above Piazza del Duomo
will take your breath away! Enjoy the private terrace as you walk above the entire
city. Admire aerial views full of Renaissance architecture, terracotta rooftops,
nearby churches, and the rolling Tuscan hills in the distance. Right before your
eyes, you will find the city’s best and most up-close view of Brunelleschi’s Dome.
Admire every detail of the architectural marvel, taking plenty of everlasting
photos.
The guided tour will next bring you to the private “Circular Room” (also closed to
the public!) where you will have the opportunity to see ancient statues which
once stood in the façade of the Duomo. In this room, you can find the restorers at
work with their spatulas and chisels, still wet with paint, and smelling of stucco.

Adult (+12)

Child (0/11)

Infant

93 €

89 €

0€

RATES INCLUDED
Professional guide

Guided tour of the Cathedral
with skip the line access

Exclusive access to the central
nave

Skip the line and reserved access
to Brunelleschi's Cupola

Meeting Point

Departures

Languages

Availability

Via Cavour, 36
RED, Florence

Monday,
Wednesday,
Friday and
Saturday at
02:30 PM

English

From 01/04 to
30/09

Adult (+13)

Child (4/12)

Infant

99 €

70 €

0€

RATES INCLUDED
Food and local products tasting
Min 2 pax

Visit of the Central market of
Florence (San Lorenzo food
market) with our Chefs

Cooking lesson with famous local Lunch with Wine Tasting (2
Chefs
glasses of wine)

Tuscan Cooking Class and San Lorenzo Food Market
Small Group Tour
Experience first-hand the tastes of Tuscany... Don’t miss this chance to discover
the secrets of our cuisine by cooking your own meal! A qualified and entertaining
chef will help you prepare a mouth-watering, Tuscan menu in a cozy kitchen. Our
class begins inside SAN LORENZO FOOD MARKET, where you can buy and taste
the ingredients for your lunch while wandering through the produce-packed
stands.
Then it’s into the fully equipped kitchen for a hands-on experience of preparing
typical dishes: from the appetizer to the dessert, everything made with authentic
Tuscan products.
Depending on the season, the menu may slightly vary, but it usually will include
bruschetta, various types of home-made pasta, sauces for the pasta, and a
delicious dessert.
This is a once-in-a-lifetime experience! At the end of the lesson, you can savour
the fruits of your work, while tasting an excellent regional wine. Back at home,
impress your friends with your new cooking skills! All of the recipes from your
class will be easily accessible in your take-home recipe booklet! Buon appetito!
Before heading back down, use your skip-the-line ticket to walk around the inneredge of the Duomo, admiring the stunning Last Judgment frescoes up close.
If you are ready to see Florence from the highest point of the city center, ascend
another set of ancient stairs to the absolute TOP OF THE CUPOLA! From the top
of Brunelleschi’s Dome, you can enjoy stunning 360° views of Florence from the
top of the city!
With this tour, you will also receive 72 hour full-access, skip-the-line passes to all
parts of the Duomo Complex. This includes: Giotto’s Bell Tower, Giovanni’s
Baptistery and Museo dell’Opera del Duomo. Spend your remaining time in
Florence, without being rushed, visiting the city's top monuments.

Meeting Point

Departures

Languages

Availability

Via Panicale,
43, Florence

Every day at
09:00 AM

English

From 01/03 to
30/09

Min 2 pax

Min 2 pax

Small Group Florence Bike Tour

Uffizi Gallery guided tour with skip the line ticket

Discover Florence’s most fascinating and famous sites in the least amount of
time! Joyfully ride through the streets on a bike led by a professional guide.
Learn more with less effort! If you’re looking for an enjoyable and dynamic way
of sightseeing Florence then hop on our bike tour! You’ll see more in less time
than any walking tour, and you’ll ride along paths never reached on foot and
never touched by a tourist bus! With safe and comfortable city-bikes, under the
experienced guidance of our entertaining, friendly and professional guide, you
will ride through the historical city centre, declared a UNESCO World Heritage
Site. The itinerary will cover Piazza della Repubblica, Piazza Strozzi, the Duomo,
Santa Maria Novella, the artisans district, Palazzo Pitti, Ponte Vecchio, the Uffizi
Square, Piazza della Signoria, and Santa Croce… As you can see, this tour covers
all the highlights of our city! This is a fun way to admire the beautiful architecture
of Florence while discovering the secrets of our wonderful town. Relax, enjoy the
tour, and delve into Florence’s artistic heritage!

Join us for a unique experience and full immersion into Florence’s artistic
heritage and pride! Your local and art-passionate PROFESSIONAL GUIDE will
create a comprehensive and fascinating itinerary, perfect for first time visitors
and art-lovers alike. As you stroll through the fully decorated hallways, your
guide will ensure you visit the most important masterpieces. You will learn all
about the intriguing history of these artworks, as well as the artists of the
Renaissance. Your tour will begin in the rooms of GIOTTO and MASACCIO, the
real innovators of Italian artistic history. Then, you will be led chronologically
through rooms, as you discover the development of Italian art during the
centuries. Travel through time in this exciting celebration of beauty, admiring
masterpieces such as BOTTICELLI's BIRTH OF VENUS, LEONARDO's
ANNUNCIATION, and MICHELANGELO's TONDO DONI, to name a few.
Between the huge rooms and bright hallways of the Uffizi Gallery, you will also
have time to admire breathtaking sights of Florence from the panoramic windows
of the museum. At the end of the guided tour you can remain in the Uffizi Gallery
until closing time.

Adult (+15)

Child (7/14)

Infant

32 €

21 €

0€

Adult (+7)

Child (0/6)

Infant

65 €

16 €

0€

RATES INCLUDED

RATES INCLUDED

Professional guide

Small group tour

Professional guide

Small group tour

Bike tour of Florence

Uffizi Gallery skip the line ticket

Earphones for bigger groups

Meeting Point

Departures

Languages

Availability

Via Cavour, 36
RED, Florence

From Tuesday
to Sunday at
08:30 AM, 01:
30 PM

English

From 01/03 to
30/09

City-Bike Rental

Meeting Point

Departures

Languages

Via Cavour, 36
RED, Florence

Every day at
English
11:00AM,04:00
PM,06:00PM

Availability
From 01/03 to
30/09

Adult (+13)

Child (4/12)

Infant

48 €

25 €

0€

RATES INCLUDED
Min 2 pax

Chianti Colours & Flavours Half Day Tour from
Florence
Don’t miss the chance to explore the marvelous Chianti Wine region and its
rolling hills from Florence! Get away from the noise and crowds of the city and
enjoy a relaxing experience in the world-famous Tuscan countryside. Tuscany is
world-renowned for its nature, small villages, vineyards and gentle hills.
Your tour starts with a visit to a rustic WINE ESTATE, in the heart of the
vineyards, where you will be greeted by the owners and led to their cellar to learn
all the secrets of the Chianti wine making process. After, you will be offered an
appetizing snack based on delicious local products paired with locally produced
olive oil. Along with the snacks, indulge their high-quality “Chianti wine”.
You will taste up to 5 different types of wines, both red and white, and you will
have the opportunity to purchase bottles to bring or send home! Our day is not
over yet… In the heart of olive trees, gentle hills and vineyards, we will visit
another enchanting wine estate together.
You will be offered more enticing snacks and up to 5 exquisite Chianti-made
wines to taste.
The owners of the wine estate will teach you more about their wines, and by the
end of the day, you will be a true Chianti wine expert!
You can also stroll through the vineyards and through the wine estates,
surrounded by a picture-postcard landscape, made of cypresses, rolling hills,
olive trees and all the beauties that the Tuscan countryside has to offer.
The day culminates with a photo stop in a panoramic terrace of Chianti specially
chosen for you, where you can take beautiful photos in memory of this fantastic
experience!
Don’t forget your camera as you embark on this incredible journey through the
fairytale land of Chianti…“Cheers!”

Expert multilingual escort

Round trip journey by fully-fitted
GT Coach

Visit of two wineries in the heart
of Chianti and the Tuscan
countryside

Walk through the vineyards

Tasting of 5 different types of
wine in each cellar (white and
red), 10 wines in total

Tasting of extra virgin olive oil,
balsamic vinegar and regional
products to accompany wine
tastings

Meeting Point

Departures

Languages

Availability

Piazzale
Montelungo
Bus Terminal,
Florence

Everyday at
08:30 AM,
02:30 PM

English

From 01/04 to
30/09

Adult (+13)

Child (4/12)

Infant

96 €

48 €

0€

RATES INCLUDED
Expert multilingual escort

Round trip journey by fully-fitted
GT Coach

Visit of two wineries in the heart
of Chianti and the Tuscan
countryside

Walk through the vineyards

Tasting of 5 different types of
wine in each cellar (white and
red), 10 wines in total

Tasting of extra virgin olive oil,
balsamic vinegar and regional
products to accompany wine
tastings

Meeting Point

Departures

Languages

Availability

Piazzale
Montelungo
Bus Terminal,
Florence

everyday at
07:45 AM

English

From 01/04 to
30/09

Min 2 pax

A Special Day In Tuscany: Full Day Tour to Pisa, San
Gimignano and Siena with lunch and wine tasting
Do you want to feast your eyes and tickle your palate with the joys of Tuscany in
just one day? Here’s the perfect day tour from Florence for you!
Your exciting journey begins along scenic roads of the Chianti countryside, before
arriving in SIENA. Your professional guide will meet you for a fascinating tour of
the most important sites in the heart of the city. Learn all about the city as you
walk from Piazza del Campo, to the Gothic Cathedral, and visit its stunning
interior decorations. At the end of the tour, there will be time to enjoy a coffee
and to do some exploring on your own.
Then you will move onto a rustic WINE ESTATE in the foothills of San
Gimignano, where you can enjoy a typical Tuscan lunch of three courses,
enriched by a high quality tasting of local wines.
After lunch, you will discover one of the most famous medieval hilltop villages in
Italy, SAN GIMIGNANO, famous for its ancient skyscrapers! You will have free
time to explore the maze of cobbled streets, the small squares, and the many local
artisan shops.
Your day continues to the iconic town of PISA. Your guide will lead you to the
famous Square of Miracles, where you will have time to admire the stunning
Cathedral, Baptistery, Monumental Cemetery, and of course - the chance to snap
photographs of the celebrated Leaning Tower of Pisa.
On your journey back to Florence, you can admire the sky light up as the sun sets
over the Tuscan hills and vineyards. Don't miss out on this incredible experience
in the heart of Tuscany!

Useful information before
reservation

Company Profile

The rates shown are expressed in EURO (€) and include
Service and the current applicable VAT. All prices are subject
to automatic change without notice due to VAT increase,
local taxes or bus congestion charges not disclosed at the
time of this catalog's release.

Cancellation fees:
» No penalty up to 5 working days before departure
» From 4 and 0 working days before departure 100%
Working days: Monday to Friday.
In case of a different cancellation policy, we will inform you
at the e-mail address at the time of booking.

Sales Department: giuseppe@sellingtrip.com
Accounting Department: admin@sellingtrip.com
Booking Department: dmc@sellingtrip.com

Sellingtrip Incoming Division is a tour operator specializing
in inbound tourism, we can offer assistance to your
customers during their trip to Italy.
With our know-how and our teams we operate group tours
across Italy every year, providing itineraries and personal
service. Moreover, we offers the possibility to choose a wide
range of services such as hotels, transfers, city and
shopping tours, parks, museums, attractions , shows, travel
cards, guides, regular tours, tours and mini-tours in the
main destinations of Italy.

SellingTrip s.r.l. online travel agency with REA: MI-2086923 and
VAT-09378890967 - © 2018 SellingTrip.com - All rights reserved.
With registered and operational headquarters in Milan in Via Lodovico Il
Moro, 117 - 20143 - Italy

Our Guarantees
GUARANTEED DEPARTURES
GUARANTEED PRICE MATCH
GUARANTEED PRICE PROMISE

Booking is easy
We are waiting for you “In the most
Beautiful country in the world”!
Booking Department: dmc@sellingtrip.com
Hotel Department: booking@sellingtrip.com

